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Abstract:

Road accident statistics are collected and used by a large 
number of users and this can result in a huge volume of 
data which requires to be explored in order to ascertain 
the hidden knowledge. Potential knowledge may be hid-
den because of the accumulation of data, which limits the 
exploration task for the road safety expert and, hence, 
reduces the utilization of the database. Road traffic ac-
cident databases provide the basis for road traffic acci-
dent analysis, the data inside which usually has a radial, 
multidimensional, and multilayered structure. Traditional 
data mining algorithms such as association rules, when 
applied alone, often yield uncertain and unreliable results. 
An improved association rule algorithm based on Particle 
Swarm Optimization (PSO) put forward by this paper can 
be used to analyze the correlation between accident at-
tributes and causes. The new algorithm focuses on char-
acteristics of the hyper stereo structure of road traffic ac-
cident data, and the association rules of accident causes 
can be calculated more accurately and in higher rates. The 
result of which was a ten times faster speed for random 
traffic accident data sampling analyses on average. In the 
paper, the algorithms were tested on a sample database of 
more than twenty thousand items, each with 56 accident 
attributes. And the final result proves that the improved 
algorithm was accurate and stable.
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INTRODUCTION:

In recent years, with the growth of the volume and travel 
speed of road traffic, the number of traffic accidents, es-
pecially severe crashes, has been increasing rapidly on a 
yearly basis. The issue of traffic safety has raised great
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concerns across the globe, and it has become one of the 
key issues challenging the sustainable development of 
modern traffic and transportation. Therefore, it is crucial 
for engineers to be able to extract useful information from 
existing data to analyze the causes of traffic accidents, 
so that traffic administrations can be more accurately in-
formed and better policies can be introduced.Traffic con-
ditions are a complex system due to many stochastic fac-
tors  and traffic accident data has long been known to be 
very difficult to process. Many attempts have been made 
in recent years through applying different methodologies 
and algorithms. Association rules has captured wide at-
tentions and careful studies because of its adoptability 
and the nature of being easily understood, the focus of 
study of which is how to increase the accuracy and ef-
ficiency of the calculation. Among the researches to date, 
association rules to identify accident circumstances that 
frequently occur together at high frequency accident loca-
tions; an adaptive regression trees to build a decision sup-
port system to handle road traffic accident analysis; and 
other researchers have achieved multileveled data mining 
of traffic accidents by means of a comprehensive applica-
tion of data mining techniques. The researches above all 
achieved the mining of accident data on a certain level; 
however, the overall calculating processes are largely too 
complicated and cannot be applied to all types of data, 
especially the multi attribute ones. On the other hand, the 
PSO algorithm has been applied in many fields. The  pa-
rameters’ optimization, based on particle swarm optimiz-
er. An association rules algorithm based on particle swarm 
optimization algorithm to mining the transaction data in 
the stock market. Moreover, others  improved and applied 
PSO algorithm to their purpose. So far, there have been a 
lot of researches targeting at different types of data, and 
due to the “capricious” nature of real-world data, coupled 
with the innate shortcomings of the algorithm, the asso-
ciation rules still falls short of people’s expectations in 
being less complicated, less time and space-consuming, 
and more efficient.

Data Mining Based on Analyzed Road Accident Data
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In this paper, a new method of traffic accident data min-
ing, based on PSO, association rules, and Information En-
tropy theories and through a comparative analysis of a 
variety of traffic accident data mining techniques, is put 
forward to identify the importance of different attributes 
and their respective values. The method is an attempt to 
come up with a multidimensional, all-inclusive method 
of data analysis to simplify existing algorithms as well as 
apply computational intelligence algorithms such as PSO 
to road traffic data analyses.

Characteristics of Road Traffic Accident 
Data:
 
Road traffic accident is under the influence of many fac-
tors, which makes it a complicated, and as far as informa-
tion is concerned, an unfinished, uncertain gray system. 
There are different databases of traffic accident in differ-
ent countries. At present, roughly 60 items of information 
are contained in the China “Database of Road Traffic Ac-
cident” which is used by Chinese traffic administrative 
agencies, spawning off approximately 130 items of sin-
gle-unit information, which can be used to reconstruct the 
whole process of the accident in a relatively full and ob-
jective manner. It provides more than adequate the infor-
mation and references for road traffic accident analyses. 
Road traffic accidents have their innate, random nature 
but are also subject to other factors. If the connections of 
those factors could be identified, through manual control 
and interference, the rates of traffic accidents could be 
lower. Traffic accident data is the foundation of traffic ac-
cident analysis, the form and structure of which determine 
the form and structure of the analysis model. From in-
depth analysis of the traffic accident database operated by 
the Ministry of Public Security, the data could be regards 
as a radial, multidimensional, and multilayered structure.

Fig:-Structure of the traffic accidents data.

The structure of the data determines the structure of the 
causation-analysis model. This paper designs a double-
layered analysis model and provides an improved algo-
rithm according to the hyper stereo structure of the data. 
The purpose is to analyze the importance of each value on 
the attribute value layer with the association rules method 
and to compare the importance of each attribute on the at-
tribute value layer with the Information Entropy method.
Characteristics of Data Analysis Algorithms.

Association Rules:

Association rules is a data mining method for investigat-
ing the associative property of different events, which can 
be used in traffic accident data mining to mine the impor-
tance of attributes, that is, the associative relationship of 
events with certain types of accident. Its basic idea is to 
treat each characteristic as an item. Accident site, number 
of death, and so on can all be called an item. 

The higher the association, the more likely one event is 
directly linked to the cause of a certain type of accident. 
To decide how related two items are, we need to identify 
how many times some characteristics appear at the same 
time in a large number of similar events. If items show 
up at the same time frequently, indicating that there is a 
statistic pattern behind it, we can start to believe that the 
items are relevant.

PSO Algorithm:

PSO was intended for simulating social behavior, which 
has many advantages such as higher convergence rates and 
being more applicable than other algorithms. However, it 
generally has a lower accuracy than genetic algorithms 
and under certain initial conditions it can only reach op-
tima in a subset of the problem.PSO is a population-based 
search algorithm and is initialized with a population of 
random solutions, called particles. 

Unlike in the other evolutionary computation techniques, 
each particle in PSO is also associated with a velocity. Par-
ticles fly through the search space with velocities which 
are dynamically adjusted according to their historical be-
haviors. Therefore, the particles have the tendency to fly 
towards the better search area over the course of search 
process. The PSO was first designed to simulate birds 
seeking food which is defined as a “cornfield vector.”
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Definition of Information Entropy:

Traffic accidents are events with strong randomness, 
while entropy is the mathematical method for analyzing 
an event’s uncertainty. From the perspective of statisti-
cal mathematics, entropy is a measure of system random-
ness. Information Entropy is a value for characterizing 
the statistical characteristics of random variables. It is a 
measure of the average uncertainty of random variables, 
an objective description of statistical characteristics of the 
population.In the traffic accident data gathering process, 
due to the influence and limitations from many factors, 
the number of traffic accident data items is usually in-
sufficient, which cannot be used to analyze the statisti-
cal characteristics. The use of Information Entropy as a 
statistical measure of the uncertainty information does 
not require the probability distribution of the data to be 
known and does not require the distribution to be single 
humped; that is, no prior information is needed. So In-
formation Entropy is very suitable for testing the degree 
of discreteness of the population. As far as Information 
Entropy is concerned, the decrease of uncertainty means 
the reduction of entropy value.

The Method of Traffic Accident Data Prepro-
cessing:

Due to human factors, in the actual accident data gather-
ing process, some data items may be unavailable, affect-
ing the integrity of the data and causing the results of the 
causation analysis to be considered not convincible. Data 
preprocessing is an essential step in any of the data mining 
processes. Researches on data preprocessing techniques 
mainly focus on the preprocessing of data which follows 
obvious patterns, the widely used method of which is to 
find the patterns, characteristics, and properties so that 
data can be preprocessed in a certain way. In contrast, it is 
rarely seen that data in non digital form is processed in the 
same manner. The process includes the following parts: 
data washing, data filling, data integration, and data trans-
formation. This paper adopts the data-washing method-
ology according to the characteristics of traffic accidents 
to build a traffic accident database using a form which 
resembles how “antivirus” software works, which has an 
“antivirus” definition library of its own, that is, an error 
database that is artificially created, and to predefine a set 
of rules for the “software” to use in order to hunt down all 
the “viruses.” However, before the data-washing can be 
initiated, a database of all the errors needs to be created. 

The error database comprises a gathering of area-spe-
cific knowledge and common sense, through which data 
that contains errors are marked through comparison. Of 
course, the data washing only could correct and delete the 
error data which is detected in logic, not all error types.
Due to the fact that data format and structure in data min-
ing are not entirely identical with those in the database, 
data needs to be transformed before it can be mined, so 
that existing data can be changed into proper format or 
form to be mined through data mining techniques. The 
current data inside the traffic accident database happens to 
be coded; only part of the statistical attributes is in coded 
format which is required by the association rules; there-
fore, the data in the database should be kept as close to 
their original form as possible. Attributes whose attribute 
values are not coded but sequential ought to be scattered 
to a certain extend and coded in orders.

Fundamental Principle of the Algorithm:

Focusing on the characteristics of road traffic accident 
data, causation analyses need to examine the double-
leveled structure. Unfortunately, although they can ana-
lyze the causes of accident from different angels and 
each method has its advantages, none of the data mining 
methods currently being widely used can accomplish an 
overall, multi angled, multilayered data mining task on 
its own. With the accumulation of traffic accidents data-
base, the data quantity is more and more huge, so how to 
obtain the effective knowledge, hiding rules, and funda-
mental causes is changing into one key issue for road traf-
fic administration. To meet the demand of better accuracy 
and efficient analysis of traffic accident causes, this paper 
combines the binary PSO algorithm to improve the asso-
ciation rules. The reason is that the speed of the PSO al-
gorithm does not decrease with the increase of the number 
of datasets. To solve the problem that accident data needs 
to be analyzed in different layers, this paper introduces 
the Information Entropy theory into road traffic accident 
analysis, with the help of the Association Rules theory, 
and puts forward the concept of Association Entropy and 
its algorithm. With the introduction of PSO and Associa-
tion Entropy, traffic accident causes can be analyzed from 
all angles and on all layers, satisfying the requirement that 
the association rules have to be within a certain support 
level. In the meanwhile, causes on different levels can 
provide references for different traffic administrations at 
different levels, so that more effective preventative mea-
sures can be taken.
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CONCLUSION:

This paper aims at the hierarchically structured character-
istics of road traffic accident databases, mixed using the 
method of associated rules, PSO, and Information Entropy 
to analyze the degree of importance of traffic accidents. 
Through a modification of traditional methodologies and 
algorithms, a PSO algorithm and associated entropy mod-
el are built for calculating the degree of importance of 
road accidents. Through applying the improved algorithm 
on both the attribute and the attribute value layers, respec-
tively, each accident-triggering factor’s influence on the 
severity of accident is calculated. The algorithm this pa-
per introduced has the advantage of better accuracy and 
higher mining rates over the traditional association rules 
and PSO algorithms, the result of which is quite different 
from what the experts concluded, which indicates when 
facing a large amount of random information, people’s 
experiences and how people perceive things are limited. 
Of course, traffic accident data as a type of data possesses 
certain physical meanings, whether there really exist con-
nections between certain types of data, and that certain 
types of data were manually gathered so they may not be 
error-free, as well as whether they can be fully applied to 
the models and algorithms of this paper in their entirety 
questions as those that are yet to be discussed in future 
researches. However, approved by real applications and 
tests of effectiveness, this type of data mining method 
which is based on traffic accident database provides yet 
another powerful tool to quantify data in traffic accident 
analysis, which is going to be helpful to accident experts 
and traffic administrative agencies to clarify how much 
of role different factors play in investigations of traffic 
severity.
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